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Background

K.T. Varghese (51 years), an innovative farmer from
Cheruvalikulam, has developed a disease resistant
variety of pepper, which has stable yield, high oil
content and pungency than the local varieties.

Lacking basic facilities like primary health center,
road infrastructure, Cheruvalikulam is one of least
developed areas of Idukki District. Chief crops
grown by the people, who are basically farmers,
are rubber, vanilla, pepper and clove. His father,
also an agriculturist grew rubber as the main crop
with some pepper on the ten acres of land he had.

For the last one year, K.T. Varghese is working as
an estate manager in a private spice estate. His
son looks after the four acres of land he owns where
along with rubber and pepper now vanilla and clove
are also being grown.

As a child he was very much interested in sports
especially basketball and represented his school
in several tournaments. He failed to pass his tenth
standard examination and faced many problems

during his education since his school was 15 kms
away from his house.

He used to work with his father and brother till 1984.
With a view to become independent after his
marriage, he started his own farming in 1985 on
four acres of land that he got from his father
cultivating tapioca, ginger and pepper. He planted
local pepper varieties like Karimunda,
Arrayamunda, Peringudi, Tiplimundi and Panniyur.

Genesis

In 1989 he had severe incidence of quick wilt in his
pepper crop and to his surprise only five- eight
plants could survive the incidence. His wife advised
him to propagate the remaining plants through
vegetative propagation (buds), to which he
consented. Along with them, he cultivated the fresh
seeds of Karimunda variety also.

This was successfully done till 1995, then again
there was an attack of quick wilt in the entire Idukki
district. All his plants were lost excepting the ones,
which were the progeny of the previous quick wilt

survivors. After this episode he again repeated the
process of propagation and increased his yield
substantially over the years.

In 2001, after the visit of an officer from the Spices
Board, a paper on his variety got published in the
magazine, Spice India, which gave him much
recognition and he got a good demand for his variety
in 2002. Anticipating a good demand in 2003, he
prepared around one lakh vegetative propagules
for sale but that year the demand shifted from
pepper to vanilla so not even half of them got sold.

During the past fifteen years or so, K.T. Varghese
has suffered huge financial losses because of
loosing entire crops to wilt twice. Pepper in a way
has been quite unreliable for him. His son has also
not been able to get a job in spite of having an ITI
diploma so in order to make up for the losses he
had to take up the job of estate manager elsewhere.

Innovation

Shri Varghese is using this variety after isolating
and stabilizing the plantlets post 1995 wilt and since
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then the yield performance of the variety has been
higher and stable compared to other locally popular
varieties. One kilogram of green pepper on drying
yields 300 grams of dried pepper fetching ten
percent higher price due to the high pungency and
oil content. The variety has a highly developed root
system making it resistant against quick wilt and

foot rot, and can also be grown in stony areas
having less soil depth.

Spices Board has published about the pepper
variety developed by innovator in the ‘Journal
of Spice India’.

The farmer had started diffusing the variety
locally and a large number of farmers have
started evincing interest in cultivation. Presently
it has diffused in Malabar, Kozhikhode,
Ernakulum, Punmudi, Trivandrum and parts of
Karnataka and Tamil Nadu. The media has
played a large role in disseminating the merits
of the variety.

Though he is in job presently but K. T.
Varghese’s heart is in his plantation. He
mentions that he would love to come back to

work on his farm provided he gets some financial
support to start his nursery.

His message to fellow agriculturists is that they
should not keep on switching over from one crop
to another based on market demand because then
they would not be able to derive maximum from
the crop in the long run.




